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**Abstract**  
This article aims to analyze the system of determining workers’ wages according to *Syafi’iyyah Fiqh* and positive law; the government is looking for an alternative approach to national labour issues, especially in the mechanism of applying wages that are by the efforts of workers as contained in the book of the *Syafi’iyyah* school of thought. This research aims to determine the system for setting workers’ wages in Indonesia and to contribute ideas to Islamic economic law. At the same time, it can be applied in the life of Islamic society in the era of globalization and free markets. The method used in this paper is descriptive analysis with a normative juridical approach. The primary sources used in this writing are books by *fiqh* scholars from the *Syafi’iyyah* school of thought and laws related to workers’ wages, namely Government Regulation (PP) Number 36 of 2021 concerning wages. The findings in this study are that workers’ salaries in Government Regulation (PP) Number 36 of 2021 obtained by workers are still different from the work performed by workers, and the risks they face are disproportionate. At the same time, the determination of wages, according to *Syafi’iyyah Fiqh*, must be based on the principles of justice that workers, employers, and the government feel. The focus of justice is translated as setting a minimum wage based on meeting the most basic needs of a worker. Thus, the most critical wage, according to *Syafi’iyyah Fiqh*, is real wages, not nominal wages (money).  
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Abstrak  
Artikel ini bertujuan menganalisa sistem penetapan pengupahan pekerja menurut *fiqh Syafi’iyyah* dan hukum positif, Pemerintah mencari sistem alternatif dalam masalah perburuhan nasional, khususnya dalam mekanisme penerapan upah yang sesuai dengan jerih payah buruh sebagaimana yang terdapat dalam kitab mazhab *Syafi’iyyah*. Yang menjadi tujuan dalam penelitian adalah untuk mengetahui sistem penetapan pengupahan pekerja di Indonesia dan untuk memberi kontribusi pemikiran dalam hukum ekonomi Islam dan sekaligus dapat diterapkan dalam kehidupan masyarakat Islam dalam era globalisasi dan pasar bebas. Metode yang digunakan dalam penulisan ini adalah deskriptif analitis dengan pendekatan yuridis normatif. Sumber primer yang digunakan dalam penulisan ini ialah kitab karya ulama *fiqh* yang bermazhab *Syafi’iyyah* dan UU yang terkait dengan pengupahan pekerja yaitu Peraturan Pemerintah (PP) Nomor 36 Tahun 2021 tentang pengupahan. Temuan dalam penelitian ini upah pekerja dalam Peraturan Pemerintah (PP) Nomor 36 Tahun 2021 yang diperoleh oleh pekerja masih belum
sebanding dengan pekerjaan yang dilakukan oleh pekerja dan tidak sebanding resiko yang mereka hadapi. Sedangkan penetapan upah menurut fiqh Syafi’i’yah harus didasarkan atas prinsip-prinsip keadilan yang dirasakan oleh pekerja, majikan dan pemerintah. Prinsip keadilan tersebut diterjemahkan dalam bentuk penetapan upah minimum berdasarkan atas pemenuhan kebutuhan paling pokok bagi seorang pekerja. Dengan demikian upah yang paling penting menurut fiqh Syafi’i’yah adalah upah real bukan upah nominal (uang).

Kata Kunci: fiqh syafi’i’yah, pekerja, upah

Introduction
Humans, as caliphs on the surface of this earth, are obliged to maintain their survival and all family members as a mandate from Allah. Therefore, he must work as well as possible because working in Islam is an obligation for able people; it is not justified to stand idly by for reasons of worship or trust in Allah. What is meant by work is all the maximum effort made by humans through their bodies and minds to increase personal and other people’s income by receiving wages or salaries.

According to economic theory, wages are payments for physical and mental services provided by labour to employers. Because of this wage, injustice sometimes occurs in charge; in reality, considering that workers are a vulnerable group from an economic aspect, even according to Azira, workers are essentially the same as enslaved people who need a decent wage from their employers.

For this reason, the problem of wages is very urgent to discuss, and the impact is vast. Suppose workers need to receive fair and proper wages. In that case, this will not only affect the purchasing power of the workers, which will ultimately affect the standard of living of workers and their families but will directly affect the whole of society because they consume a large amount of the country’s production.

The wages of workers or labour it has been implicitly formulated in the preamble of the 1945 Constitution, and this is reflected in the 1945 Constitution, article 27 paragraph (2), namely: "Every citizen has the right to work and a life worthy of humanity". Thus, every citizen, including workers, has the right to get a decent job and a fair wage for the services he sells.

However, in the Republic of Indonesia, the standard of wages refers to the minimum means of life required by a worker, which will result in the ownership of
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these workers being limited according to the minimum standard they need to meet their needs. So, the ownership of workers is limited by the minimum standard of living according to the size of their community. Even though society’s high and low status is different from one another, this thinking still follows the minimum cost of living required by these workers. That’s capitalism.

If we want to refer to the labour regulations that apply in our country, the provisions regarding workers are regulated in Government Regulation (PP) Number 36 of 2021 concerning wages; it states that wages are the right of workers/labourers who are received and expressed in the form of money as compensation from employers. Or the employer to the Worker/Labourer who is determined and paid according to a work agreement, agreement, or laws and regulations, including allowances for the Worker/Labourer and his family for a job and service that has been or will be performed. Meanwhile, a Worker/Labourer is any person who works by receiving wages or other forms of remuneration. If we want to examine the contents of Article 1, paragraph 2, it can be concluded that almost all Indonesian people are workers. The reason is that nearly all our people work by receiving wages/remuneration in other forms.

The Central Bureau of Statistics for Aceh, in the indicator for the level of life of workers issued by BPS Aceh, states that the minimum need for a single worker in one month in 2021 for Aceh Province is 4,000,000 - and a regional minimum wage of Rp. 3,165,000 - things like this are not only in Aceh but throughout Indonesia.

From the above phenomenon, it can be assumed that there is a gap in the regional minimum wage (UMR) setting system by the relevant agencies. Ways of remuneration that give little concern to workers and their economic responsibilities towards their families are capitalist methods which are very contrary to the soul and system of Islam.

Yusuf Qaradawi said that individuals feel self-esteem and existence in a capitalist system. The way is open for him to develop his talents, but the capitalist system is a disaster for human beings in many ways. In the capitalist system, we find an ego attitude. The tragedy this attitude brings is the ambition to amass
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8 BPS, “Aceh Province in Figure 2021.” in Aceh Province in Figure 2021, 2021.
significant sums of wealth without ever being satisfied. Whereas ordinary people, mainly because they are weak and oppressed, are an outcast group, forgotten scum of society and have no meaning in development in the era of globalization. The capitalist system does not appreciate someone’s services and works professionally, which is very contrary to the Islamic economic system, which Islam highly values. Islam was brought by the Prophet Muhammad. It is to be a mercy to all nature.

Yusuf Qaradawi explained that the soul of the Islamic order is a fair balance. This is seen in the attitude of Islam towards the rights of individuals and communities. These rights are placed in a proper balance regarding the world and the hereafter, the soul and the body, the mind and the heart, and reality. Islam also acts in the middle (wasathan) between faith and power. A moderate economy will not benefit society, incredibly the weak, as happened in a Capitalist Society.

The issue of workers’ wages is seen from the contents of existing government regulations when it is linked to Islamic law, especially in Syafi’iyyah fiqh; a person is given a salary according to one’s efforts and according to his expertise, is the UMR wage in Aceh Province around 3,165,000, by the missile ujrah (level of exhaustion and professionalism) someone? Are government regulations able to solve labour problems in Indonesia? The government regulations above still leave a lump in the hearts of employers, workers and a few people who care about the fate of workers in Indonesia.

Method

This research is normative juridical; the object of study is statutory regulations and experts’ opinions in various kinds of literature. Therefore, a research method is used, a literature review (library research) by comparing studies from multiple expert opinions. In addition, for the further development of this paper, descriptive-analytical and comparative techniques will be used; that is, the existing ideas will be described and compared, then analyzed so that a conclusion will be obtained, and then a report on the results of the study will be issued.
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12 MOHD RUMAIZUDDIN GHAZALI, YUSUF AL-QARDAWI DAN PENGARUHNYA DALAM MASYARAKAT ISLAM DI MALAYSIA, Universiti Sains Islam Malaysia, 2012.
Findings and Discussion

1. Wage Determination System According to Fiqh Syafi’iyyah

Islam, as a universal religion, regulates various aspects of human life related to God and fellow human beings. In this case, it is not limited to the issue of wages. In terms of salary, in fiqh books, it is termed *al-ijarah*.

*Al-ijarah*, according to etymology, is a reward for a job.\(^{16}\) While *al-ijarah*, according to the term syara’, there are several meanings put forward by several scholars, including the following. According to Imam al-Rafi’, *al-ijarah* is transactions against an intended benefit, certain, is permissible and may be used in return certain.\(^{17}\) According to al-Nawawi, *al-ijarah* is A contract for a purpose that is understandable and appropriate to be repaid at a reasonable price and is permissible in religion.\(^{18}\) Abi Bakar Syatha stated that having benefit rights for a fee, the conditions are; consent and qabul, costs that are understandable to benefits that can be valued again, which are understandable to the lessee and do not contain elements of removing the rented object directly.\(^{19}\) Whereas Zainuddin revealed a contract for a benefit that is permissible and not haram, such as adultery, which is ma’lum, not majhul, in an understandable period, such as one day, or a month, from a particular object or its characteristics are mentioned in zimmah or work which is understandable.\(^{20}\)

Al-Mahalli, Ijarah is giving an object or thing to another person to take advantage of it with an agreement that has been mutually agreed upon by the person who rents it and by the person who receives it that the person who receives the item must provide compensation as payment for the use of the benefits of the thing that has been used with several conditions. And certain pillars.\(^{21}\)
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From the several definitions mentioned above, it can be concluded that in the ijarah contract, there are three main things, namely: first, the parties making the transaction, namely the employer and the employee; secondly, the agreement, namely consent and qabul, and thirdly, the material agreed upon, in the form of work and ujrah or wages, and ujrah or wages are given according to the degree of need. And it can also be understood that wages are a part of the ijarah contract that must be explained to eliminate ambiguity. Opinion of scholars regarding the determination of wages (ujrah) in the number of fees that must be paid to the employer.22

2. Implementation of Government Regulation No. 36 of 2021 in the Legal System in Indonesia

In general, wages are payments received by workers/labourers as long as workers/workers do work or are seen as doing work.23 Wages are rights of workers or employees received and expressed in the form of money or benefits as compensation from employers or employers to workers determined and paid according to a work agreement, agreement or statutory regulations, including gifts for workers and their families for a job and or services that have been or will be performed.24

Government Regulation Number 36 of 2021 concerning Wages was stipulated by President Joko Widodo in Jakarta on February 2, 2021. Government Regulation Number 36 of 2021 regarding Wages was promulgated by the Minister of Law and Human Rights, Yasonna, on February 2, 2021, in Jakarta.

Government Regulation No. 36 of 2021 concerning Wages is a government policy to regulate strategic issues regarding wages, wages for workers, minimum wages and wages for workers in micro and small businesses. Wages are the rights of workers who are received and expressed in the form of money as compensation from employers or employers to workers who are determined and paid according to a work agreement, agreement, or laws and regulations, including allowances for workers and their families for a job or service that has been done. Or will do.25

Government Regulation No. 36 of 2021 concerning Wages discusses policies in wage policies; determination of Wages based on the unit of time or unit of output; Wage structure and scale; Minimum wage; The lowest wages on micro
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and small businesses; Wage protection; form and method of payment of Wages; things that can be calculated with Wages; Wages as the basis for calculation or payment of other rights and obligations; wage board; and administrative sanctions.

Wages are one of the essential elements in an employment relationship, bearing in mind that wages are always associated with a source of income for workers to achieve a decent standard of living for themselves and their families.26 Government Regulation No. 36 of 2021 concerning Wages as a regulation in the field of wages is required to respond to the challenges of the dynamics of globalization and the transformation of information technology which has an impact on changes in the social and economic order, including changes in patterns of Employment Relations in the field of employment.27 The worker is any person who works by receiving wages or other forms of compensation. Workers’ rights to wages arise when an employment relationship occurs between workers and employers and ends when the employment relationship is terminated. The Rights of Every Worker in Government Regulation No. 36 of 2021 concerning Wages is the right to a decent living for humanity, equal treatment in the wage system without discrimination, and equal pay for similar value work.28

Wages are given as a form of fair and proper remuneration provided to workers for their services in achieving organizational goals. Wages are paid to workers based on hours worked, the number of goods produced or services provided.29 In addition to the above opinion, there are several other meanings for wages; according to Leora Klapper, wages are payments for physical services workers offer to employers.30 Paying wages from employers to workers must pay attention to three aspects: first, technical aspects, is an element that is not only limited to how wages are calculated and paid but also concerns how the wage process is determined; second, the economic aspect, an aspect that looks more at macro and micro economic conditions. Then, operationally consider the company’s ability when the wage value will be determined and implemented in the field; third,
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the legal aspect, covering the process and authority for setting wages, implementing wages, calculating and paying wages, and supervising the implementation of wage provisions.31

Thus, wages are a component that is needed by workers/employees to meet their life needs. Employers give this wage to workers bound by a working relationship and based on a work agreement. Wages offered by employers or employers must pay attention to legal aspects related to the applicable minimum wage by central and regional government regulations. Then a policy and arrangement regarding the distribution of wages must be carried out fairly and by applicable laws.

3. Wage Determination System According to Fiqh Syafi’iyah

One of the links of Islamic Sharia that most people may have forgotten is the duty of the government, which according to Islamic Shari’a, is not limited to the field of security defence from external attacks. However, the government is obligated to maintain stability in the country, both educational, political and socioeconomic.32

In the book of fiqh, if the wage rate is not mentioned during the ijarah contract, the rate is returned to the cost set by ‘uruf, namely ujrāh mitsil.33 To determine the ujrāh mitsil that can be formulated by the fiqh scholars, that is, the wage/wages that can provide for himself and his family,34 opinion about the wages of workers in fiqh Syafi’iyah, According to Zakariya, the cost (wage) determined by an Imam to a worker; if it is not enough to support the family, then it is increased according to the level of need (rate of desire) when a guardian who takes care of shabi property (children who have not reached puberty /under age) cannot take wages when they are rich. As for a poor person, when his efforts are hindered by managing the child’s property, he is allowed to take ujrāh (wage) at the subsistence level.35

According to Ibn Hajar al-Haitami, it is permissible for a wealthy guardian to take the wages of his efforts on the property of a minor.36 In economic problems,

33 Al-Nawawī, Al-Majmū’ Syaraẖ Al-Muhadzdzab.
34 Syatha, I’anah at-Thalibin.
36 Ibnu Hajar Al-Haitami, Tuhfatul Muhtaj Bi Syarh Al-Minhaj, Juz VI (Kairo: Maktabah At-Tijariyah Al-Kubra, 1994).
the Islamic government does not only regulate monetary and fiscal problems but issues that are applicative and directly felt by many people. Most people are weak and are always played by people with significant capital who need serious attention to get legal protection because, in the eyes of the law, all people are equal.\(^ {37}\)

Islam obligates the government to regulate all legal regulations, also including the issue of hiring. Islam does not restrict this problem in detail. However, it is held globally so that the rulers can make the rules widely and easily by referring to the rules and general arguments in the Qur’an and the Prophet’s Sunnah.\(^ {38}\)

In terms of wage responsibility, it is stated in the Qur’an

\[
\text{There is no moving creature on earth but its sustenance dependeth on Allah. He knoweth the time and place of its definite abode and its temporary deposit: All is in a clear Record (QS. Hud: 6).} \quad 39
\]

The verse above shows that an Islamic State as Allah representative on earth, is expected to be able to distribute wealth equally to all members of society. Thus, the responsibility of the Islamic State government is weighty in terms of distribution. Eliminate tyranny among humans, eliminate harm and danger and tightly seal the causes of conflict and hostility.\(^ {40}\)

To find out the level of responsibility of a State, some of the following arguments will be explained here: first, the responsibility of the Government, as illustrated by the duty of the Imam (Leader) in a State, is an absolute responsibility. This is based on a hadith narrated by Ibn Umar; the Messenger of Allah said: Each of you is a leader, and each of you will be questioned and asked to be responsible for leadership. The Government is the leader and will be held accountable for its administration.\(^ {41}\)

Because of the Government’s sense of responsibility even for animal sustenance, Umar bin Khattab once said: If there is a young goat that perishes on the banks of the Euphrates, I feel held accountable before Allah on the Day of Judgment. So, if that’s the way Islam pays attention to animals, then it’s even better to pay attention to humans. From that, we can understand that the responsibility of the Government of the Islamic State is not only to the legislature but also the


\(^ {39}\) RI Kementerian Agama, *“Al-Qur’an Terjemahan,”* *Al-Qur’an Terjemahan,* 2007.


responsibility to Allah, which is not found in a secular government and capitalist mindset.\footnote{42} 

Second, upholding justice in human life is one of the noble goals of Islam because the fairness of the heavens and the earth is maintained, and justice is Allah. He sent His Apostles and sent down the holy book. Allah says in the Qur’an:\footnote{43}

\begin{quote}
We sent aforetime our apostles with Clear Signs and sent down with them the Book and the Balance (of Right and Wrong), that men may stand forth in justice; and We sent down Iron, in which is (material for) mighty war, as well as many benefits for mankind, that Allah may test who it is that will help, Unseen, Him and His apostles: For Allah is Full of Strength, Exalted in Might (and able to enforce His Will) (QS. Al-Hadid: 25).
\end{quote}

Therefore, Islam pays excellent attention to upholding a balance between rulers and society, producers and consumers and employers and workers by preventing and forbidding some of them from harming others. Allah ordered the ulil amri (ruler) to make laws and regulations and implement them by upholding the principles of justice.\footnote{44}

Third, Syari’ah not only always prevents harm from happening, it even tries to eliminate it. Ibn Majah has narrated this principle from Malik; Rasulullah saw said:

\begin{quote}
لا ضرر ولا ضرار
\end{quote}

There is no injury nor return of injury.\footnote{45}

So, all laws and regulations or actions intended to prevent the occurrence of dharar committed by some people will be tolerated by Islam and considered a school based on the principles and rules of Shari’ah. Therefore, scholars agree that state regulation in determining wages prevents harm that may arise from employers who are naughty and only selfish.\footnote{46}

\begin{flushright}
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Fourth, siyasa syar’iyah in Islamic Fiqh is a broad door for the Islamic Government to realize the public benefit deemed appropriate and proper; it can even be an obligation, as long as it is not contradictory with qath’i texts explicitly. So, it is not worth saying that siyasa is just the shari’ah; it is part of the shari’ah. From the above bases, we can draw several conclusions, including Islamic Shari’ah has preceded all understandings and regulations worldwide which oblige to act pretty.

Rulers, as God’s representatives in the world, are obliged to tactically regulate every regulation in the nation and state, including the issue of determining wages. Action is preventive from acts of tyranny and creates a sense of justice. All these steps are carried out on conditions through the consideration of experts and religious experts who can set a reasonable standard of wages without harming workers and employers.

In discussing wages in the provisions of Fiqh Syafi’iyah, it cannot be separated from the basis and theoretical foundation of the discussion. It will also be accompanied by the arguments from the Qur’an, Sunnah and Ijma’ of the Ulama. Interpretation of experts and analysis of the author himself.

Islamic law regarding work agreements (employment contracts) is discussed in the matter of leasing, called al-ijarah, which comes from the Arabic word ajara, which means wages or reward. When one party sells its services to other people who move other than animals and ships to get compensation, it is called "al-ijarah".

The compensation given by an employer must be proportional to the services of a worker. Syafi’iyah scholar famous al-Rafi’i said that the word ijarah is synonymous with ajr.50 The issue of Ijarah is addressed to the Qur’an in several verses51: first, in the varse al-Qashash regarding the leasing service or labour contract of Prophet Musa as by Prophet Syu’ib on the recommendation of his daughter after Prophet Musa AS helped them find water:

قالت إحداهما يا أبت استأجره إن خبر من استأجرت القوبي الأمين قال إلى أريد أن أكبح إحدى النساءهن في عنده فرأيت عشرا فدعا رأيت أشبع عليه وستحنوني إن شاء الله من الصالحين

Said one of the (damsels): "O my (dear) father! engage him on wages: truly the best of men for thee to employ is the (man) who is strong and trusty" He said:

49 al-Malibari, Fathal-Mu’in Bi Syarhi Quratul-’Aini.
50 Al-Rafi’i, Al-Muljarar.
51 Al-Nawawi, Raudhat Al-Thalibin Wa ’Umdat Al-Mufsin.
"I intend to wed one of these my daughters to thee, on condition that thou serve me for eight years; but if thou complete ten years, it will be (grace) from thee. But I intend not to place thee under a difficulty: thou wilt find me, indeed, if Allah wills, one of the righteous." (QS. al-Qashash: 26-27).

From the verse above, several central points can be analyzed, namely that a worker must have a muscular physique and skills so that any work agreed upon can be carried out correctly. But what is more important is having the trustworthiness of the workers so that when doing work, they can produce a marginal product commensurate with the production costs incurred by the employer.

Al-Bukhari interprets al-Khazin al-Amin as a reliable worker. According to the author, this principle must be used as a guide by employers or workers. Thus, and workers must have both physical morals. Likewise, the matter of wages may be in any form of value by the agreement so that Prophet Musa was given wages by being married to his son Prophet Syu’ib As.

This was exemplified by the Prophet Muhammad, who worked as a goat breeder belonging to the Meccans by earning wages (ujrah), which is part of the dinar currency. In varse al-Talaq:6,

أَسْكِنْهُ مِنْ حَيْثُ مَسْكَنَنَّهُ مِنْ وَجْهِهِ وَلَوْ نَضَعَهُنَّ فَلَا تَضَرَّعُوهُنَّ عَلَيْهِنَّ، إِنَّ كَأَنْ أُوْلَىٰ حَمْلٍ فَأَقِفْوا عَلَيْهِنَّ حَتَّى يَتَسَلَّمُنَّ حَمْلَهُنَّ، إِنِّي أَرْضَى لَكُمْ قَاتِلَهُنَّ أَجْوَرَهُنَّ، وَأَثْمَرْوَانَا بَنِينَكُمْ بِعَمِيزَهُمْ، إِنَّ تَغَازَمَكُمْ ۡفَسَتَرْفَعُ آخَرُهُمْ.

Let the women live (in ‘iddat) in the same style as ye live, according to your means: Annoy them not, so as to restrict them. And if they carry (life in their wombs), then spend (your substance) on them until they deliver their burden: and if they suckle your (offspring), give them their recompense: and take mutual counsel together, according to what is just and reasonable. And if ye find yourselves in difficulties, let another woman suckle (the child) on the (father’s) behalf. (QS. al-Talaq: 6)

And varse al-Zukhruf: 32;

أَهْمَهُ يُقَسِّمُونَ زَرْحَتَ زِبْكَ، حَنَن فَقُسِّمَنَا بَيْنَنَا مَعِيَّنَتَهُمْ فِي أَحْيَا الْأَلْدَنَا، وَزَرْحَتَنَا بَغْضَهُمْ فَوْقَ بَغْضِ يَدْلِجُ لَيْتَبْتَ بَغْضَهُمْ بَغْضًا سَهْراً، وَزَرْحُتَ زِبْكَ خَيْرَهُ سَمْحَةً مِّمَّا يَجَلَّغُونَ

52 Kementerian Agama, “Al-Qur’an Terjem.”
53 Al-Mahalli and Al-Suyuti, Tafsir Al-Imamain Al-Jalalain.
54 Al-Bukhari, Shahih Al-Bukhari.
55 Syatha, I’anah at-Thalibin.
56 Kementerian Agama, “Al-Qur’an Terjem.”
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Is it they who would portion out the Mercy of thy Lord? It is We Who portion out between them their livelihood in the life of this world: and We raise some of them above others in ranks, so that some may command work from others. But the Mercy of thy Lord is better than the (wealth) which they amass. (QS. al-Zukhruf: 32)\(^57\)

Do they divide the mercy of your Lord? We have determined between them in the life of this world, and We have exalted some of them above others by degrees so that some of them may take advantage of others. And the mercy of your Lord is better than what they have collected.\(^58\)

The evidence from the Sunnah is as follows: in the history of Aisha that the Prophet Muhammad saw once hired a man to guide the Bani Dail, his name was Abdullah bin Uraiqith, and he was a proficient person. In another narration from Abi Hurairah, the Prophet once contracted a worker, then the worker fulfilled the transaction, while the wages were not paid.\(^59\)

From the above arguments, it can be concluded that *ijarah* is the ownership of the services of an *ajir* (a person who contracts labour) and the ownership of property from the *musta'jir* by an *ajir*. Where *ijarah* is a transaction for certain services accompanied by compensation (wages).\(^60\)

In utilizing the services of something contracted, in the system of workers in *Syafi’i* fiqh, it must be clear both the time, energy and wages that will be given. Regarding the clarity of this wage, the words of the Messenger of Allah stated that I once hired several workers and then gave them their wages. In this way, the shape of the work has been determined, as the time, wages, and energy that must be devoted to carrying it out. So, it is on this syara’ also determines the type of work, time, energy and wages.\(^61\)

As for jobs that can be held, work contracts, according to Islam, are halal jobs, for example, trade, agriculture, industry, lawyers and others. If *ijarah* is carried out for a specific job or an *ajir* certain *ajir* does the work himself and may not be replaced by another person because *ajir* has been appointed. For example, Ahmad contracts Ali to sew clothes, so Ali has to do it himself. If the clothes specified in the contract are lost, then it is optional to do anything other than what was agreed upon because the form of work has already been determined.\(^62\)

---

\(^{57}\) Kementerian Agama.
\(^{59}\) Al-Muslim, *Shahih Muslim*.
\(^{61}\) Al-Haitami, *Tuhfatul Muhtaj Bi Syarḥ Al-Minhaj*.
\(^{62}\) Al-Rāfi’ī, *Al-Muẖarrar*. 
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Meanwhile, if *ijarah* occurs on a substance that is described in an agreement or on a *driver* that has been told to do a specific job, or the job that is defined, then a different law applies at that time. Under these conditions, an ajir may do the work, or someone else may replace his position. The scholars stated that *ijarah* could not be replaced with *ijarah ‘ain*, and *ijarah* could be replaced by *ijarah dzimmah*.63

About the wages given by employers to *ijarah dzimmah* workers, they must also be in cash, in the form of property or services, as long as the wages are clear. Islam emphasizes that wages are measured based on workers’ benefits, not their efforts (energy). This means that wages are compensation for a service, not for labour, because the work of a bricklayer is not the same as that of an engineer and so on.64

In the problem of setting wages for workers, Islam offers a perfect solution and can save both parties, employers and workers, without violating their legal rights. Each party gets their share of the results of its cooperation without any injustice to the other party. An employer is not justified in acting cruelly against groups of workers by obliterating the rights of their share. Wages are determined most fixedly, without having to oppress any party. This principle is contained in Al-Qur’an Surah al-Baqarah; it is stated that a person may not be persecuted and not (also) be persecuted.

In the agreement (wages), both parties are warned to be honest and fair so that no acts of abuse occur against other people. The definition of abuse against workers is that wages are not paid fairly from the results of the services of workers, while abuse against employers is that employers are forced by the power of workers’ organizations to pay wages to workers beyond their capabilities and abilities. However, suppose the majakan does not want to follow the Qur’an. In that case, they will be considered oppressors/imperialists and punished worldwide by Islamic countries and later by Allah. Likewise, workers will be regarded as oppressors if they force their employers to pay more than they can afford.65

The same principle is contained in the al-Jasiyah: 22;

> وَخَلَقَ اللَّهُ الْوَسَائِلَ الْأَمْرِ فَالْأَرْضِ بِالْحَقِّ وَالْحُجْرَى كُلُّ نَفْسٍ يُسَاءُ لَهُمَا وَهُمْ لَا يُظْلَمُونَ

*Allah created the heavens and the earth for just ends, and in order that each soul may find the recompense of what it has earned, and none of them be wronged.* (QS. Al-Jasiyah: 22)66

This principle governs human activities because they will be awarded in this world and the hereafter. So, this paragraph guarantees a decent wage for each worker by what has been contributed to the production process. This verse makes

---

63 Syatha, *I’anah at-Thalibin*.
64 al-Malibari, *Fathul-Mu’in Bi Syarhi Quratul-‘Aini*.
66 Kementerian Agama, “Al-Qur’an Terjem.”
it clear that the salaries of each person must be determined based on his work in production cooperation, and for this, he must be paid no less, nor more, than what has been done.

In another verse, Allah also mentions this principle, namely:

وَلْكُلِّ ذَرِّجَةٍ مِّمَّا عَمِلُوا وَلَوْلَاٰهُمَا أَحْمَامُهُمْ وَهُمْ لَا يُظْلِمُونَ

And to all are (assigned) degrees according to the deeds which they (have done), and in order that ((Allah)) may recompense their deeds, and no injustice be done to them. (QS. Al-Ahqaf: 19)

From the description of the Qur'an above, it can be concluded that although in this verse it is a reward for humans on the Day of Judgment in the future for human actions in the world, the principles of justice that have been explained can also be presented to humans in obtaining rewards in the world. This world. Because of this, everyone must be fully compensated according to the results of their work, and no one must be mistreated; workers must receive wages according to their contribution to production; likewise, employers must receive profits by capital against production.

If all parties live this justice, then the act of refusing not to work by workers does not need to occur in the concept of workers in fiqh. So, what is important now is how an Islamic state can socialize values in its society.

Based on the principle of justice, wages in Islamic society will be determined based on the bargaining principle between workers, employers and the state. In terms of setting this wage, it is the Islamic state’s responsibility to consider the salary level so that it is not too low so that it does not meet the basic needs of the workers and not too high so that the employer loses his rights as an investor.

Therefore, the Government must determine the minimum wage by taking into account the changing needs of the lowest class of workers, and under no circumstances will this minimum wage level fall. Such as, inflation causes currency fluctuations which significantly affect the actual value of wages. Given the weak position of workers, Islam pays great attention to protecting their rights from possible violations by employers. Employers in the Islamic world must determine the minimum wage that can cover basic (primary) needs, such as food, clothing and shelter so that workers will obtain a decent living.

Allah SWT mentions basic needs in the following verse:

إِنَّ لَكُمْ أَلْهَيْنِمَا جُوعٌ فيْهَا وَلَا ثَمِينٌ وَأَنْتُمَا لَا تُطْهِرُونَ تَحْيَةً وَلَا تَضْحَكُونَ

There is therein (enough provision) for thee not to go hungry nor to go naked, nor to suffer from thirst, nor from the sun’s heat. (QS. Thaha: 118-119)

67 Kementerian Agama.
The word *tajawu’* means thirst, a very urgent desire, longing. It can be concluded that it does not only imply thirst for water but thirst (need) for education and treatment for workers and their families.

Likewise, *Ta’riy* not only takes shelter under the trees, but the workers have a house as a place to live that is appropriate according to their size. Because of this, the Islamic state must make a wage regulation that can meet the basic needs of workers so that they maintain the dignity of workers as human beings. Thus, the workers in the lowest class in an Islamic state will be able to obtain adequate food, clothing and housing. In addition, their children also have the opportunity to get education and health care facilities for their families.  

Rasulullah saw always advised his friends to treat their servants well and give them a decent wage; Rasulullah revealed; to feed and clothe servants and enslaved people as is your custom and not burden them with work beyond their means. So, from this hadith, it is clear that wages must meet basic needs according to the standard of living at the time the work agreement is made. And this wage should be made the minimum wage.

Islam does not condone wages below the minimum wage stipulated based on the basic needs of workers and does not allow wages to exceed a certain level determined based on workers’ contribution to production. Although the minimum wage is to create justice and support the work efficiency of workers, it is also necessary to pay attention so that wages do not exceed reasonable limits, thereby burdening the authorities.

Islamic law illustrates the highest wage limit, as shown in the varse,  

> َوَأَنَّا لِلَّهِ وَإِلَّا مَا سَمَعْتُ . وَأَنَّ الْوَزْرَاءَ الْأَوَّلِينَ وَأَنَّ إِلَى رَبِّ الْمُنْتَهِى

_That man can have nothing but what he strives for; That (the fruit of) his striving will soon come in sight: Then will he be rewarded with a reward complete; That to thy Lord is the final Goal._ (QS. al-Najm: 39-42).

This means that the maximum wage in the Islamic economy is according to what has been graded in the balance measure. Therefore, those who believe in Allah and the hereafter will not take other people’s rights and will even pay more than the rights that should be accepted sincerely to earn Allah pleasure. It is irrelevant to the will of Islam to force workers to live in poverty. Islam wants wage earners to be given a decent living and guided by Islamic principles and high humanity.

After Islam has made efforts to regulate both employers and workers, wages will stay below the minimum wage level, and the increase will not soar above the maximum salary. Actual wages will change between the two limits based on labour

---

68 Al-Nawawī, *Al-Majmū‘ Syarah Al-Muhadzdzab*.
69 Kementerian Agama, “Al-Qur’an Terjem.”
70 Al-Rāfi‘ī, *Al-Muḥarrar*. 
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supply and demand laws which are influenced by the average standard of living of the group of workers, the strength and effectiveness of their organization and the attitude of employers who believe in Allah and the Day of Judgment.\textsuperscript{71}

The minimum wage in \textit{Syafi'iyah Fiqh} is an amount that can cover the basic needs of a worker and his family in the form of food, clothing, proper housing and education for their children and medical expenses. In addition to the minimum wage, in \textit{Syafi'iyah Fiqh}, there is a maximum wage, namely the highest paid by the contribution of workers in a production process by the marginal product. Workers are prohibited from demanding more than the limits of their rights that must be accepted. Therefore, they will be considered low and receive criminal law rewards and deviations from employers or workers who are accountable to Islam and before Allah in the future.\textsuperscript{72}

Even though the regional minimum wage (UMR) is set by the Government of Indonesia based on consideration of the minimum needs of workers and other factors, it has not or relatively fulfilled their primary requirements. This means that the wage-setting system has not been able to accommodate and has the principle of fairness because this system has yet to be able to guarantee adequacy in real terms, even though, in nominal terms, wages continue to increase from time to time. Besides that, there are other weaknesses as legal sanctions in efforts to control wages below the Regional Minimum Wage (UMR) set by the Government. As far as the authors observe, the sanctions given to UMR violators still favour entrepreneurs/employers; that is, violators are only punished with imprisonment for a maximum of 3 months or a fine of Rp. 100,000 - this is by the law. No. 14/1969.

In addition, they cannot guarantee education for their children. Thus, the determination of the UMR, which is by the concept of workers in government regulations, has yet to be realized; even in the Indonesian wage-setting system, it still smells of oppression which still needs to be by Islamic wages. In Syafi’iyah Fiqh remuneration, there should be no oppression, and the principle of justice is a critical issue. Not should be even the slightest harm to anyone, whether workers or employers, who will receive severe legal consequences in this world and the hereafter.

In essence, the lowest wage in \textit{Syafi'iyah Fiqh} does not exist when compared to the understanding of the minimum wage in Indonesia because the minimum wage, from an Islamic perspective, is several wages that can meet the basic needs of workers and all members of their families. So, the minimum wage is a fair wage from an Islamic perspective. In determining wages, \textit{Fiqh Syafi'iyah} fulfills a sense of justice towards workers. The main principle in determining wages in \textit{Fiqh Syafi'iyah} is that the wage policy must be a blessing for all. The

\textsuperscript{71} Al-Nawawî, \textit{Raudhat Al-Thâlibîn Wa 'Umdat Al-Muftîn}.

\textsuperscript{72} al-Malibari, \textit{Fathul-Mu’in Bi Syarhi Quratul-‘Amî}. 
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Government is responsible for the injustice inflicted by some members of society against other communities, even by the state itself.\footnote{Husain, \textit{Bughyat Al-Mustarsyidin}.}

**CONCLUSION**

Regional Minimum Wage (UMR) is a wage standard used as a guideline by employers/employers in making agreements with workers regarding the actual wages that must be paid to workers. And this minimum wage is also set by the government taking into account the minimum living needs of working people.

According to \textit{Syafi‘iyah}, setting wages must be based on the principles of justice felt by workers, employers and the government. The focus of justice is translated as setting a minimum salary based on meeting the most basic needs of a worker. Thus, the most critical wage, according to \textit{Syafi‘iyah}, is real wages, not nominal wages (money).

The law, which is the basis for consideration in setting the regional minimum wage (UMR), still has weaknesses, especially in imposing sanctions on violations committed by employers who pay salaries below the minimum wage standard. This is contained in Government Regulation (PP) Number 36 of 2021, Concerning Wages. The minimum wage rate set by the government is relatively sufficient to meet the needs of workers, especially for workers under one year of age in the category of workers at a low level, because the determination for the coming year is carried out based on the calculation of the consumer price index for this year. Therefore, the rate of change in actual value prices is difficult to determine with certainty.
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